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 Abstract 

The Thinking With Algebra (TWA) curriculum, a National Science Foundation Project (DUE 
2021414), applies a sociopolitical equity framework (Gutiérrez, 2012) to strengthen student participants’ 
mathematics achievement outcomes and mathematics identity development. Instructor and student data 
indicate improvements in these two dimensions. This project also expands knowledge about creating 
equitable math learning environments that support underrepresented students’ mathematical success.   

Theoretical Framework 

Gutiérrez’s (2012) sociopolitical equity framework consists of four dimensions: access, 
achievement, identity, and power. The TWA curriculum applies the achievement and identity dimensions 
across two main categories of the project: (1) designing the curriculum and (2) investigating achievement 
and identity outcomes among students. Achievement refers to how the curriculum design supports 
students’ strengthened achievement levels (i.e., grades earned, improved attendance, persistence in 
mathematics) and how students express satisfaction with their achievement outcomes. Identity refers to 
how the curriculum design supports students in constructing strengthened mathematical identities and 
how students perceive their identity constructions as mathematics learners.  

Methods and Preliminary Findings 

Key elements incorporated into TWA to support achievement and identity outcomes include: 
equity-oriented pedagogical approaches (e.g., small-group work, whole-class discussions), embracing 
multiple solution strategies that reflect students’ experience and culture, and offering equity-oriented 
professional development workshops for TWA instructors. Data include interview responses from seven 
instructors who used TWA and student responses to a pre- and post-survey on efficacy. Feedback from 
instructors indicated that students are constructing strengthened mathematical identities (e.g., confidence) 
in relation to their engagement with the TWA curriculum. Statistical analysis on a subset of students 
showed emerging confidence (n=39, p=.12) in their ability to succeed in their next math class with a small 
(d=.33) effect size. Additional performance, participation, efficacy, and interview data will be collected to 
further understand and capture how students experience the achievement and identity dimensions. 
Importantly, the knowledge gained from a sociopolitical equity lens can be drawn on to create equitable 
math learning environments that support underrepresented students’ mathematical success.   
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